You’ve been looking for the ultimate experience in mobile computing development. Look no further.

Introducing Maemo

A rich coding wonderland pioneered by a passionate open source community at maemo.org, and now traveled by the momentum-gathering commercial interests in Forum Nokia.

You’ve just discovered Development Nirvana.

Release open source freeware through Maemo Extras, or publish your soon-to-be best-selling application to the Ovi Store. Either way, you’ll enjoy the same rewarding development experience.

Bank on it.

“The Nokia N900 shows where we are going with Maemo and we’ll continue to work with the community to push the software forward.”

- Anssi Vanjoki
  Executive VP—Markets

Code less. Create more. Deploy everywhere.

“Qt 4.6 is packing an impressive variety of new features, from the shiny to the speedy.”

- Justin Ryan, Linux Journal

Intuitive cross-platform development powered by

Qt

is your open source community for responsive engagement, innovative thinking and a wealth of coding resources.

Check us out when you’re ready to enter Development Nirvana.

For more information, contact your community representatives at council@maemo.org
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